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Abstract—As the physical limits of Moore’s law are being reached, a research effort is launched to achieve further performance improvements by exploring computation paradigms departing from standard approaches. The BAMBI project (Bottom-up Approaches to Machines dedicated to Bayesian Inference) aims at developing hardware dedicated to probabilistic computation, which extends logic computation realised by boolean gates in current computer chips. Such probabilistic computing devices would allow to solve faster and at a lower energy cost a wide range of Artificial Intelligence applications, especially when decisions need to be taken from incomplete data in an uncertain environment. This paper describes an architecture where very simple operators compute on a time coding of probability values as stochastic signals. Simulation tests and a reconfigurable logic hardware implementation demonstrated the feasibility and performances of the proposed inference machine. Hardware results show this architecture can quickly solve Bayesian sensor fusion problems and is very efficient in terms of energy consumption.

I. INTRODUCTION

The aim of the BAMBI [1] project (Bottom-up Approaches to Machines dedicated to Bayesian Inference) is to explore new computing methods inspired from cell signaling mechanisms. Within this project we search for models to explain how a unicellular alga (Chlamydomonas [2]) successfully evolves and reproduces in its microscopic but nevertheless challenging environment. One strong assumption made is that elementary cognitive capabilities are prerequisites for this alga to survive in situations where complex decisions have to be made and where bad ones often lead to destruction of the cell. Our line of thought is that the mechanisms leading to these efficient behaviors are implemented at the molecular level and are the result of stochastic processes which could be modeled by well established formalisms [3], [4]. Considering the limited sensing capabilities of Chlamydomonas, the decisions are made with a very incomplete picture of the state of the world.

We follow Laplace [5] and Jaynes [6] to state that probabilistic inference is a rational way to reason with incomplete knowledge and believe that Evolution has equipped some living organisms with mechanisms able to perform such inferences. Further, we assume time codes may be used by biological systems to represent probability distributions. To sustain all these hypotheses, we aim at synthesizing simple computing artifacts which could perform probabilistic inference using nano-scale devices while avoiding the von Neumann architecture and being energy efficient.

In [7] we proposed an architecture based on bitwise Gibbs sampling. A simulation of this machine on a standard computer was used to control a mobile robot. The same architecture was implemented on reconfigurable logic device (FPGA) and used to solve with approximate inference an intractable problem with a good precision. In [8] we presented a machine performing exact inference with approximate calculus based on arithmetic on stochastic bitstreams. In the present work we describe a different machine using similar basic principles to allow efficient computing of solutions for problems in the class of naive Bayesian inferences. Even if the machine is limited in scope, it could be used in a variety of sensor fusion applications and the results presented in this paper show truly remarkable performances in term of execution speed and power consumption.

In this paper, we first review related works on bio-inspired and probabilistic computing architectures. We then describe our stochastic machine and show how it can be used to compute naive Bayesian inference. This architecture is then tested on a simple sensor fusion problem, first with a simulated system and second with an FPGA implementation. The computation speed and power consumption demonstrated by those systems are presented, and we discuss the implications of those performances, as well as the potential applications and future developments of such systems.

II. RELATED WORKS

Neural networks are one of the major source of inspiration for bio-inspired designs with two blue ribbon projects: SpiNNaker [9] and TrueNorth [10]. In these projects, highly parallel machines are designed and organized to emulate or to work like assemblies of neurons. The core computation inside each processing unit is still based on the von Neumann architecture and makes use of fixed or floating point processing units. The design we propose is also massively parallel but differs in
that the parallelism takes place at the bit level: an approach which was suggested thirty years ago by the designer of the Connection Machine [11].

When designing bio-inspired machines, the question of how they can be programmed is in our opinion a major issue. Many bio-inspired designs rely on learning as only programming mechanism and several chips have been developed (for instance by Google, Nvidia, Movidius) to speed up the recognition and classification phase. The main drawbacks of this approach are the huge amount of data required to train the networks, and the expertise needed to adjust meta-parameters used during learning.

As an alternative, the approach we follow consists in using the Bayesian probability theory to rethink the ways computers are programmed [12]. To create such a new probabilistic computing framework, new programming languages have been and are being developed, such as ProBT [13], [14], Church [15] or Anglican [16] to quote only a few. Accordingly, new programming methods are also suggested [14] to develop applications. As in standard languages, these methods encompass variables definition and scope, control and loops, except that they now become probabilistic.

The idea of developing hardware dedicated to execute these programs has been pursued by several teams [17] [18] [19] with goals similar to the BAMBI project’s: exploring different computation paradigms to perform probabilistic inference. Vigoda designed architectures [17] based on probabilities represented by analog signals, and used the message passing algorithm to compute exact inference. Mansinghka uses sampling methods for approximate inference [18]. In a similar way, Jonas designed Markov Chain Monte Carlo based algorithms to provide a representation of probability distributions as sets of samplers [19]. The Nanoscale Computing Fabrics Laboratory (University of Massachusetts Amherst) is conducting a research project closely related to inference based on DAG models [20]. This research group has designed an unconventional hardware architecture based on electro-magnetic computations to perform inference on Bayesian Network models. The approach taken by Thakur and all [21] is similar to ours: they use stochastic bitstreams and target special inference problems. They have proposed two frameworks, BEAST (Bayesian Estimation And Stochastic Tracker) and BIND (Bayesian INference in DAG), to perform inference using stochastic electronics on two types of Bayesian models, Hidden Markov Models and Direct Acyclic Graphs (DAG) respectively.

In the framework of the BAMBI project, another stochastic architecture has been proposed to perform naive Bayesian fusion using Muller C-Elements [22], which achieves exact inference with normalization for binary random variables, but create harmful correlations in the stochastic signals and can’t be easily extended to non-binary discrete distributions.

III. THE BAYESIAN MACHINE 1

A. Problem statement

Our computational architecture is focused on the goal of performing naive Bayesian fusion [14]: computing the posterior probability distribution on a searched variable $S$, knowing a prior distribution $P(S)$ and the conditional distributions $P(K_i|S)$ on some variables $K_1, \ldots, K_N$ with known values $k_1, \ldots, k_N$. In naive Bayesian fusion the $K_i$ variables are conditionally independent with one another given $S$ ($P(K_i|K_j, S) = P(K_i|S)$ $\forall i, j \in \{1, \ldots, N\}$). The inference is computed by:

$$P(S|k_1, \ldots, k_n) = \frac{1}{Z} P(S) \prod_{i=1}^{N} P(k_i|S)$$

(1)

where $Z$ is a normalization constant.

We will focus on the case where $S$ is a discrete random variable with cardinality $M$, taking possible values $s_1, \ldots, s_M$. The posterior probability distribution can therefore be expressed by the probability values $P([S = s_j]|k_1, \ldots, k_n)$ with $j \in \{1, \ldots, M\}$, and computed as a probability product:

$$P([S = s_j]|k_1, \ldots, k_n) = \frac{1}{Z} P([S = s_j]) \prod_{i=1}^{N} P(k_i|[S = s_j])$$

(2)

where $P([S = s_j])$ is the prior probability of value $s_j$, and $P(k_i|[S = s_j])$ is the likelihood of the observed value $k_i$ of variable $K_i$ when the searched variable has value $s_j$.

B. Proposed architecture

Following some previous work on stochastic circuits[23], [24], we propose to represent those probability values with clocked stochastic digital signals (“stochastic bitstreams”) using temporal coding: a probability value $p$ is represented by a digital signal $B$ such as at each timestep, $P([B = 1]) = p$ and $P([B = 0]) = 1 - p$ (Figure 1a). It is immediate that if two such independent signals $B_1$ and $B_2$ encoding probability values $p_1$ and $p_2$ are fed to an AND gate, the output signal encodes probability $p_1 \cdot p_2$: the stochastic bitstream data representation allows to compute probability product with a single boolean logic operation.

The probability product described in equation 2 can therefore be performed by a sequence of $N$ AND gates operating on stochastic bitstreams. The sequence starts with a stochastic bitstream encoding the prior probability value $P([S = s_j])$ and at each step, it integrates the $i$-th data likelihood term by performing an AND operation between the signal output from the previous step and a bitstream encoding the probability values $P(k_i|[S = s_j])$, generated from the probability value stored in local memory (Figure 1b). A set of $M$ such sequences of elementary circuits can be used to concurrently compute the $M$ posterior probability values $P([S = s_j]|k_1, \ldots, k_n)$ in parallel (Figure 1c). We name the resulting architecture the Bayesian Machine 1 (BM1).
The BM1 architecture performs probability products between discrete probability distributions, but it does not perform any normalization operation: the signals on the output bus encode probability values equal to the product of the values encoded by the prior and the likelihood terms. Although working with such unnormalized distributions is possible, issues specific to our data representation may arise from the very low probability values incurred by multiple probability products. For example, in the trivial case where the prior distribution and all data likelihood distributions are uniform, the probability values of all generated stochastic signals are \( \frac{1}{N} \) and the probability values of all output signals are \( \rho_{out} = \frac{1}{\sum_{i=1}^{M+1}} \). A stochastic bitstream encoding such a probability value would therefore have only one every \( N^{M+1} \) bit set to “1”, which means the machine has to be run for an implausibly high number of cycles before any output data can be collected. We call this issue the time dilation problem.

We propose to address this issue by modifying the way the prior and data likelihood distributions are encoded as stochastic signals in order to maximize the output probability values. Instead of representing a probability distribution \( P(X) \) on a discrete variable \( X \) by bitstreams encoding the values \( P([X = x_i]) \), we use bitstreams encoding probability values \( \frac{P([X = x_i])}{P_{max}} \), where \( P_{max} = \max_{i \in \{1, \ldots, N\}} P([X = x_i]) \). The value \( x_i \) corresponding to the maximum probability value is therefore represented by a probability 1, which is encoded as a constantly up signal, and other probabilities are scaled according to that maximum value.

With this method, the issue in the previous trivial example is resolved as all signals encode a probability value of 1. Similar problems arising with weakly peaked distributions are resolved satisficingly in a similar manner. Since the probabilities for the different lines of the BM1 are all multiplied by the same factor \( \frac{1}{P_{max}} \), only the normalization constant \( Z \) from equation 2 is modified and the distribution profile is preserved.

IV. Experimental results

A simple scenario was considered as a case study to measure the performance of the proposed architecture: a data fusion problem where the location of a boat is estimated from the readings of six noisy sensors. The problem is to infer the \((X, Y)\) coordinates of the boat on a 64 × 64 grid (see figure 2)
given six sensor readings: the distances ($D_0$, $D_1$ and $D_2$) and bearings ($B_1$, $B_2$ and $B_3$) to three landmarks.

![Fig. 2. The boat localization problem](image)

A. Problem specifications

The values of the problem parameters used to test our architecture are the following. The $(X,Y)$ coordinates of the landmarks are $(0,0)$, $(0,32)$ and $(32,0)$, and the boat actual position is $(32,32)$. For each landmark $i$, the distance sensor model $P(D_i | X Y)$ is a Gaussian probability distribution specified by a mean $\mu_{di}$ equal to the Euclidian distance between the landmark $i$ and the possible location $(X,Y)$, and by a standard deviation $\sigma_{di}$ given by the function $\sigma_{di} = 5 + \mu_{di}/10$. Likewise, the angle sensor model $P(B_i | X Y)$ of each landmark is a Gaussian probability distribution specified by a mean $\mu_{ai}$ equal to the angle of view of the landmark from the boat, and by a standard deviation $\sigma_{bi} = 14.0625$ degrees.

Figure 3 illustrates those models by showing the shape of the likelihood functions defined by the sensor models for the landmark at position $(0,32)$ when the values of the sensor readings are $32$ for the distance $d_1$ and $0$ for the angle $b_1$.

The complete inference will fuse the information provided by the sensor models to provide an estimate of the boat location, according to the Bayesian model:

$$P(X Y | D_1 B_1 D_2 B_2 D_3 B_3)$$

$$\propto P(X Y) \prod_{i=1}^{3} P(D_i | X Y) \cdot P(B_i | X Y) \quad (3)$$

We can perform that inference with the BM1 architecture described in section III, with parameters $N = 64^2$ (the cardinality of the location variable) and $M = 6$ (the number of known variables).

B. Algorithmic level performance assessment

Some of the properties of the proposed architecture can be assessed at the algorithmic level. Software simulations of the stochastic architecture were run to collect key performance indicators, and for comparison purposes the reference distribution was computed by the exact inference engine of the ProBT library [13], [14]. Figure 4 highlights a major feature of the proposed architecture: very few clock cycles are necessary to obtain a qualitatively good estimation of the boat location.

To quantify the precision of the stochastic inference, the variations of the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL divergence) between the stochastic machine output distribution and the reference distribution computed by exact inference are shown (figure 5) as the number of clock cycles increases. This measure of distance between the two probability distributions provides a global assessment of the precision of the inference computed by the stochastic machine. The performances of the stochastic architecture are compared with what would be obtained by an hypothetical implementation which would be able to draw one sample at each clock cycle from the target probability distribution.

These results highlight two features of the stochastic architecture. First, as it is common for sampling-based approaches, by increasing the number of clock cycles the error can be made arbitrarily small (but there is a direct impact on computation time and energy consumption). Second, the stochastic archi-
tecture is dramatically faster (×153 in average) than a solution that would draw one sample from the target distribution at each clock cycle.

C. Hardware implementation

To implement the Bayesian machine in hardware we used reconfigurable logic devices (Field Programmable Gate Arrays, or FPGAs). The topology and memory contents of the BM1 stochastic circuits are not fixed, but depend on the model and the inference problem. The flexibility and reconfigurability of FPGAs allow us to spool different machines onto hardware as needed.

FPGAs are devices built from elements with programmable logic functions and interconnects, allowing them to be reconfigured in circuit. Compared to custom built Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs), they are less efficient since there is an overhead in terms of silicon resources and a lower working frequency. They are widely used for prototyping digital circuits, and they can also have an edge over CPUs and GPUs since the fine-grain parallelism provided by reconfigurable logic hardware provides a better fit to the geometry of the computation data flow and the required precision, but can be readily deployed without needing to fabricate a custom chip as happens with the ASICs.

We started by creating the required components in VHDL (a hardware description language used for hardware synthesis) specifically for the boat example inference model. Above the boat example is given for a 64 × 64 grid and 6 sensors, this leads to a matrix of (6 + 1) × 4096 BM1 elements (including priors). We scaled down to 4 × 4 to have a manageable size for initial tests. After that, we compared each component generic so that parameters could be modified to fit the needs of other models, or different spatial resolution for the same model. With generic components we can use an automatic toolchain to compile a VHDL circuit from the Bayesian program written with the ProBT probabilistic programming language. The development was made in Altera’s Quartus II IDE to synthesise the circuits to the FPGA on the reconfigurable logic boards used in the experiments.

As an illustrative example, the RTL (Register Transfer Level) circuit view of a BM1 for the boat localization problem with a 2 × 2 grid can be seen in figure 6. In this case the circuit is a matrix of 4 × 6 BM1 elements or modules, and 4 prior modules. For a grid size 32 × 32 this becomes (1 + 6) × 1024. The likelihoods are stored in memory inside the BM1 modules, but each module only has the slice required to have the correct values for a given input. In this way we can have new observations at any given time and have the likelihood values readily available.

Stochastic bitstreams are generated by comparing the stored value with a random number at each clock cycle [24]. For the random number generators (RNGs) we tested three pseudo-random generators implementable on the FPGA. The Fibonacci Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) [24] is very compact but did not give good results as it introduced a bias. The Mersenne Twister (MT32) [25], based on the Mersenne prime $2^{19937} - 1$, gave much better results, but required a big memory and more logic elements. The XSADD generator, a variant of XORshift RNG [26], has a repeat sequence of $2^{128} - 1$, requires more logic elements than the others, but no memory, and also has good statistical properties. Since memory is used elsewhere in the design, the XSADD is a better compromise and was used in the hardware implementation.

The BM1 module consists of a memory, a bitstream generator, and a simple AND logic gate that is the stochastic multiplier. Each bitstream generator requires a random number generator, however if we look at the topology of the machine, the lines in the matrix are independent, and instead of having a random number generator in each BM1 module, the random number can be shared down the same column. This leads to a more efficient implementation of the BM1 module than the direct implementation of the operator in figure 1. This is a major improvement on resource usage that improves scalability: increasing the size of the search space (i.e. the resolution on the inferred location) increases the number of BM1 modules, but not the number of RNGs, nor the computation time. Figure 7 shows the RTL view of the BM1 Module.

The bitstream generator compares the value looked-up in memory with the shared random number to generate a stochastic bitstream representing the probability value from the memory. The memory component lpm_memory_inst stores the likelihood associated with the corresponding searched variable. For the priors it is similar but with a single value
memory and without the multiplier AND gate.

Since a custom circuit is synthesised the priors and likelihood memories are partitioned and distributed onto the instances of the above components exactly as needed.

For the hardware tests we used development boards with Altera FPGAs Cyclone IV, Stratix IV and Stratix V. VHDL was used for development of the design using Altera Quartus II IDE and to synthesise the circuits to the FPGA. ModelSim was used for offline simulations and Signal Tap II for in-circuit logic analysis on the FPGA. Power analysis was done using Altera PowerPlay Power analyser. A nominal clock frequency of 50 MHz was used for all boards in the tests, but higher frequencies are possible depending on the specific device and design optimisations.

D. Hardware performance assessment

Figure 8 shows the boat position inferred by a hardware implementation of the Bayesian machine using a 32 × 32 grid space. This was done using XSADD RNGs, on the larger FPGA, but occupied only a fifth of the device resources using the revised BM1 modules to save on the use of RNGs. After 10\(^3\) clock cycles we already have a good output, and with more it quickly approaches the reference. With the conservative speed of 50 MHz, this means the machine has taken 0.02 ms to perform a very good approximation of the exact inference.

To better visualise the accuracy of the stochastic computation, as for the simulated implementation, we compute the KL divergence between the probability distribution computed by the BM1 and the reference distribution computed by exact inference. This global error measure is plotted in figure 9 for different grid sizes.

In Table I, we can see how the BM1 gets mapped to different FPGAs. The resource utilisation provides a measure of the circuit area or fraction of resources in the chip. The implementation is using the XSADD RNGs, and the random values are shared down the columns to limit the number of RNGs used in the design. We can see that for increasing grid sizes the circuit becomes quite large. For a spatial grid of 32 × 32 the full BM1 takes up 20% of a large FPGA.

Tests were performed on the BM1 in various configurations using Modelsim and the Power Analyzer Tool from Altera Quartus II FPGA development IDE to estimate the power consumption. The power consumption of the boat example for a 4 × 4 grid size, using the XSADD RNGs, and sharing RNGs across the independent bus lines was estimated to be 213,29 mW. A single RNG has a power consumption of 4.76 mW. The analysis is done with the Cyclone IV and for the full test circuit that includes the output counters that convert the stochastic bus to numeric values and some wrap I/O control logic of the machine. The estimated value includes the fraction of the core
static power dissipation of the FPGA device corresponding to the resource usage. From this thorough simulation, and knowing the topology of BM1, we can estimate the power for bigger grid sizes, even if for $32 \times 32$ this would map to more than one Cyclone IV chip.

From this we can compute energy consumption, and figure 10 shows the increased accuracy obtained when more energy is used, i.e., when longer bitstream lengths are used. It follows the trend shown in figure 9, but since larger circuits draw more power it takes more energy for larger grid sizes to reduce the KL divergence. For comparison purposes, figure 10 also shows an estimation on the energy consumption required by running software performing the exact inference on a typical laptop computer processor (Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-2640M CPU @ 2.80GHz). This was done thanks to a software library [27] allowing to monitor the energy consumed at the process level [28].

Running the $32 \times 32$ grid size BM1 at 50 MHz, the machine takes 0.02 ms to run 1000 cycles and have a reasonable output as shown in figure 8. It does this using only 0.23 mJ, the software version on a typical laptop takes 919 mJ, this is a huge difference. If we run for $10^4$ cycles, we have a KL divergence of 0.029 (Figure 9), and only use 2.3 mJ (Figure 10). The accuracy requirements of target applications are a key factor, since using short bitstream lengths decreases accuracy, but provides a usable result with much less energy.

The results show that the hardware implementation is feasible and efficient. To improve scalability to larger problems the memory structure can be improved. In the current implementation memory is used redundantly to be readily available in all modules, but a write loop can be used to have single registers and refresh when the known inputs change.

### E. Discussion

One feature of the BM1 is the decoupling between the size of the sampling space (the number of lines of the BM1) and the sampling time which remains constant. Of course, increasing the resolution or the number of evidences (the number of columns) increases the number of BM1 elements and, as a consequence, the surface and the power consumption of the circuit.

The distributed memory used for the priors and likelihoods is a key feature of the design. The flexibility of the FPGA is used to store from the start the specific sets of values at each node, readily available at each clock cycle to generate the correct bitstreams. Since the lines in the stochastic bus are independent, the RNGs can be shared down the columns of the matrix of operators. But the circuit is still a large matrix of small memories, comparators and AND gates. This can be reduced by only having a local register and an external memory, but the register refresh updates for changing inputs would be a significant overhead.

The performance of our proposed architecture is highly dependent on the ability to easily generate high quality and independent stochastic bitstreams encoding chosen probability values. While such bitstreams can be generated by CMOS logic components using pseudo-random number generators, such generators have significant energy and memory requirements and are not suitable to large scale integration in stochastic circuits. Recent advances in new nanodevices based on spintronics, such as the superparamagnetic tunnel junction (SMTJ) [29], bear the promise that such generators could be available in the short or medium term. Experimental SMTJ devices have been shown to be able to generate high-quality stochastic bitstreams at a frequency of 500MHz with a very low power consumption of 5µW. Those components can be built with CMOS technology using an area equivalent to 12 bytes of SRAM [30], making them suitable to large scale integration with the other components needed to build the stochastic machines described above. Since the proposed architecture could work without a central clock, SMTJ devices could directly be used as stochastic inputs generating asynchronous signals, further reducing the power consumption.

Another interesting property of this architecture is its robustness to noise. Early tests have shown the machine will continue to work well even when errors occur with a high probability while it is performing its simple logical operations. The error sources can be either external, such as Single Event Effects due to radiations in space environment, or internal such as using low voltages to reduce the power consumption as in the PCMOS project [31].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
<th>RESOURCE UTILISATION OF BM1 FOR BOAT EXAMPLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 x 4</td>
<td>3,000(3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 x 8</td>
<td>6,879(6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stratix V</td>
<td>4 x 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 x 8</td>
<td>3,409(11%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 x 16</td>
<td>10,920(4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 x 32</td>
<td>52,298(20%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 10. KL divergence results of boat example for different grid sizes and increasing energy consumption of the BM1. Vertical lines indicate the energy used by a typical laptop computer to perform the corresponding exact inference.
V. CONCLUSION

We presented a general hardware architecture dedicated to solving sensor fusion problems using Bayesian inference. The solution proposed allows to swiftly produce good results thanks to a fine grain parallel sampling at the bit level. This architecture is now being used to compute disparity maps for stereo vision in mobile robotics applications.

Because of the time dilution problem the BM1 could not accommodate a large number of evidences and for the same reason it could not be used in a Bayesian filter. We are currently investigating BM1-like designs which address the time dilution problem by regenerating the stochastic bus after new evidences are fetched in the process (keeping a reasonable number of 1 in the stochastic bus). As it is, the BM1 is a good candidate to solve tractable inference problems and could successfully be used in real applications. Another fold of the Bambi project is to use Gibbs sampling at the bit level to tackle problems intractable in exact inference (for example problem with many latent variables). We follow two tracks, one is to design dedicated hardware to solve a given problem, allowing only the value of evidences to change, and the other is to build a general purpose sampling machine which could be implemented on an ASIC and which could accept any kind of Bayesian programs in the same way a standard processor is suited for any kind of programs after it has been properly compiled. Such an ASIC will lead to even better performances in terms of speed and energy consumption.
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